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Miniature color camera via flat hybrid meta-optics
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The race for miniature color cameras using flat meta-optics has rapidly developed the end-to-end design frame-
work using neural networks. Although a large body of work has shown the potential of this methodology, the
reported performance is still limited due to fundamental limitations coming from meta-optics, mismatch
between simulated and resultant experimental point spread functions, and calibration errors. Here, we use a
HIL optics design methodology to solve these limitations and demonstrate a miniature color camera via flat
hybrid meta-optics (refractive + meta-mask). The resulting camera achieves high-quality full-color imaging
for a 5-mm aperture optics with a focal length of 5 mm. We observed a superior quality of the images captured
by the hybrid meta-optical camera compared to a compound multi-lens optics of a mirrorless commer-
cial camera.
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INTRODUCTION
Modern cameras are complex systems optimized for high-quality
imaging, typically composed of multiple lenses to overcome chro-
matic and geometric aberrations. This complexity, however, often
comes at the expense of size and weight (1). Contrarily, low-
weight, ultra-thin, and small cameras are urgently needed for inte-
gration within mobile platforms, such as next-generation smart-
phones, drones, or point-of-care medical devices (2). Thus, the
miniaturization of cameras, while maintaining high image quality,
has become a major driving force in optics and photonics research.
A solution to this conundrum is computational imaging, where a
digital backend augments the deficiencies of the optical compo-
nents and improves the image quality, which has thus become a
multidisciplinary research field at the intersection of optics, math-
ematics, and digital image processing (3, 4).
In parallel, progress over recent years has also advanced the field

of flat diffractive optical elements (DOE). While DOEs have tradi-
tionally been used for non-imaging applications, several recent
works have demonstrated their capabilities in imaging. Especially
meta-optics, a class of subwavelength DOEs, are well-suited for
computational imaging, as they allow to impart arbitrary freeform
phase-profiles (5, 6) on the incident wavefront with high spatial res-
olution (7–9, 11, 12). In conjunction with the right computational
backend, meta-optics can produce high-quality images, as recently
shown (2), albeit with a small aperture (500 μm). An especially
promising approach is to co-optimize the meta-optics and the com-
putational backend in an “end-to-end” design framework, where the
hardware and software are equally considered, thus ensuring
optimal system-level performance (7, 10, 13, 14).
There are three potential advantages of meta-optics in computa-

tional imaging: (i) they can achieve important size and weight re-
duction (thickness in micrometres) (15); (ii) performance beyond
conventional systems is achievable in extended imaging modalities,
such as hyperspectral imaging, extended-depth-of-field (16–18),
and face recognition (22); (iii) nearly arbitrary subwavelength

resolution manipulation of wavefields is possible due to the
immense progress in nanofabrication over the recent decades.
Despite these promises, the image quality of captured images
using large-aperture ( > 1mm) meta-optics is plagued with strong
chromatic and geometric aberrations. It has been shown that there
are fundamental limitations in capturing broadband images solely
using meta-optics (1, 19). While complicated meta-atom engineer-
ing can help, fabricating large aperture meta-optics with small fea-
tures remains challenging. Last, the design tools to create large
aperture meta-optics are extremely computationally expensive.
This poses a serious challenge, as the current state-of-the-art end-
to-end design approach (10, 20, 21) largely involves numerical mod-
eling of the optics.
In this work, we circumvent all these challenges by using a

hybrid refractive/ meta-optics system in tandem with a computa-
tional backend, following a recently proposed design methodology
(3). The desired phase profile is first optimized by a hardware-in-
the-loop (HIL) strategy, where the DOE, implemented by a spatial
light modulator (SLM), is configured and updated. At the same
time, a refractive lens and a sensor remain fixed. This not only by-
passes the expensive computational requirements to design the
optics but also directly accounts for sensor noise and precludes cal-
ibration errors. The optimized phase mask is then implemented
using meta-optics (details in Materials and Methods). Using
hybrid optics over meta-optics–only systems improves the low
light efficiency of meta-optics (23), aberrations, and reconstruction
quality (24, 25). We note that we use simple meta-atoms to ensure
fabricability, and the meta-atoms are designed only at 510 nm,
where the SLM operates. Although only a single wavelength is con-
sidered, we still achieve high-quality full-color imaging, as the meta-
optics extend the depth of focus (26). Thus, even using simple meta-
atoms optimized for only one wavelength, we can realize high-
quality broadband imaging thanks to hybrid optics and a computa-
tional backend. The resulting imaging systems have a focal length
and aperture of 5 mm. To illustrate the potential of this camera,
we compare it with a single lens-only configuration and the com-
poundmulti-lens optics of the Sony Alpha 1 III mirrorless commer-
cial camera. This comparison confirms the efficiency of the meta-
hybrid optics in full-color imaging, whereas our designed hybrid
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meta-optics camera volume is approximately 108× smaller than the
mirrorless commercial setup.

RESULTS
Designed hybrid meta-optics
The design of full-color, large aperture hybrid optics is prohibitively
expensive, due to the extensive number of scatters involved in the
meta-optics. We bridge this massive gap from theoretical modeling
to real-life application using a HIL configuration, summarized in
Fig. 1A, where we use an end-to-end design framework to optimize
the phase distribution of the DOE and the corresponding compu-
tational backend. Here, the lenses L1 and L2 form the 4f-telescopic
system projecting wavefront from the SLM plane to the imaging lens
L3, complementary metal-oxide semiconductor is a registering
camera. d1 is the distance between the scene and the plane of the
hybrid optics, and d2 is a distance between the optics and the
sensor. Thus, the wavefront modulated by SLM is projected directly
to the lens plane, what exactly corresponds to the hybrid optical
setup, where the phase mask is attached to the lens. Thus, we
ensure that there is no air gap between meta-mask (SLM) and lens.
The pixel-wise programmable phase SLM in Fig. 1A acts as a

placeholder to implement the phase distribution of the DOE,
which is iteratively updated, while a computational backend is co-
optimized. Fundamentally, the HIL methodology guarantees
proper “modeling” of the camera black-box, including DOE, refrac-
tive optic, and sensor, as the discrepancies betweenmodel and phys-
ical reality are eliminated. Essentially, the physical experiment in
HIL replaces the approximate mathematical models of wavefront
propagation through the diffractive optical hybrid. Further details

on the optimization can be found in Materials and Methods and
the Supplementary Materials. This optimization yields a phase dis-
tribution as shown in Fig. 1B following the methodology presented
in (27). Although captured images in this configuration are blurred,
the co-optimized computational backend recovers the image and
yields an all-in-focus full-color image with high quality. This is di-
rectly demonstrated in the same configuration on the example of a
three-dimensional (3D) scene, whereas features at various depths
are magnified to emphasize the high imaging quality.
We then translated the phase distribution into a meta-optics

consisting of nano-pillars, which locally impart the desired phase
delay, with further details on design and fabrication given in Mate-
rials and Methods. Although we only considered a single wave-
length (511 nm) in the design and implementation, we show full-
color operation in this hybrid configuration. The finalized meta-
optics (diameter of 5 mm) and its properties are summarized in
Fig. 2A, where scanning electron micrographs (bottom row) show
the structural integrity of the nano-pillars across the meta-optic.
Further, to compare and validate the phase response of the meta-
optic, we used holographic characterization, following (28). The
measured phase across the entire device shows uniformity among
sections, and a line cut of the profile (middle) directly indicates a
good match between design and fabricated device. The wavelength
used for this characterization is 511 nm. We note that the discrep-
ancy between the design and fabrication is inevitable as there will
always be fabrication imperfection. However, thanks to the compu-
tational backend, we can achieve a fairly robust solution, which does
not rely on ultra-sophisticated fabrication techniques.
Optical properties of the image formation and elements of the

camera (meta-mask, lens, sensor, and fixed data-processing

Fig. 1. Schematic hardware-in-the-loop methodology to co-optimize hybrid meta-optics and inverse imaging in an end-to-end framework. (A) The camera
black-box model is composed of a SLM with phase modulation updated in optimization iterations and fixed sensor and hardware ISP. The output of this black box
forms the input for the image reconstruction algorithm. (B) SLM phase distribution after optimization (for 10-mm focal distance) and imaging results for an all-in-
focus scenario. The captured image is blurred, a crisp image is obtained after reconstruction as highlighted by details at various distances from the sensor. CMOS, com-
plementary metal-oxide semiconductor.
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software) are characterized by the point spread functions (PSFs).
These PSFs are found experimentally using a broadband laser as a
point-wise light source. For this purpose, we used the flashlight of
the smartphone along with an optical fiber (Quartz, 200 μm/0.22
numerical aperture, SMA to SMA) as a point source with an
almost uniform response in the spectral range (400 to 700) nm in
a dark place. The projections of this light beam on different points
of the optical system as the sensor register them are shown in
Fig. 2B. These intensity PSFs are given for distances d1 = 0.5,1.0,
and 2.0 m (from top to bottom). The hybrid system exhibits PSFs,
which are quite similar for various depths, thus enabling the extend-
ed depth-of-focus functionality provided by the meta-mask.
In Fig. 2 (C and D), we also report the modulation transfer func-

tions (MTFs) and the effective MTFs (EMTFs) for the lens-only and
hybrid systems per RGB channels. By definition, the MTFs are cal-
culated as the modulus of the optical transfer functions (OTFs),
which are the Fourier transform of the measured PSFs. Further-
more, the EMTFs are computed here as products of MTFs and
the modulus of the Wiener inverse of the OTFs. In this way, the
EMTFs take into account the whole optical system plus imaging
postprocessing. We use theseWiener inverse-based EMTFs to dem-
onstrate the potential of the designed meta-optics hybrid to charac-
terize imaging quality. The calculations of MTFs and EMTFs are
shown for RGB data, for the focal distance d1 = 1.0 m, and for
the central point of the sensor.

The principal advantage of hybrid optics versus lens-only is
clear. Note that the pass-band of the hybrid optics is higher than
that for the camera with the lens-only systems. The EMTFs for
the hybrid take values closer to 1, thus enabling higher imaging
quality for the hybrid system. In particular, the lens-only system
for the red-spectral MTF takes much lower and even zero values.
Note also that the spectral EMTFs are well consolidated, i.e., they
are close to each other for all spatial frequencies for the RGB spec-
trum. These results suggest that the inverse imaging for a hybrid
system is achromatic with strongly suppressed chromatic
aberrations.

Imaging results
To assess the performance of the hybrid refractive meta-optics, we
captured images in two configurations: (1) three monitor imaging
with three fixed distances between the monitors and sensor (Fig. 3)
and a (2) real-life scene with arbitrary locations of various colored
objects at several distances relative to the camera (Fig. 4). First, we
compare the imaging performance of the hybrid meta-optics with a
single-lens camera in configuration 1, where an image (ground
truth) is displayed at a monitor at distances of either 0.5, 1, or 1.8
m, relative to the sensor. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3, the meta-
optics was placed directly in front of the refractive lens to achieve the
hybrid configuration, whereas for reference measurements (lens-
only), the meta-optics was removed. In all cases, the images are

Fig. 2. Holographic characterization of the meta-mask phase profile along with its PSFs across depths and MTFs per channels. (A) Properties of the fabricated
meta-optics showing a photograph of the meta-mask on a 3D-printed mount. The bottom row show scanning electron micrographs highlighting the structural integrity
across the device. To determine the quality of the implemented phase, we perform a holographic characterization of the meta-optic, indicating a close match between
design (red curve) and measurement (blue). (B) Experimental PSFs of the hybrid system for distances d1 = 0.5,1.0, and 2.0 m. (C and D) Experimental and effective MTFs
(EMTFs) for central PSFs of hybrid and lens-only systems.
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displayed before and after computational reconstruction. As visual-
ly evident by comparison of specific image details, the hybrid optics
yields better images, specifically for distances of 0.5 and 1.8 m. The
superior performance of the hybrid is further quantitatively under-
lined by the calculated peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) values,
which are higher across all color channels and all distances.
In configuration 2, we further compare the hybrid optics with a

compound multi-lens camera, namely, a Sony Alpha 1 III sensor
with a Sony SEL85F18 lens (at the aperture limit values of F/1.8
and F/22). The captured images (for a fixed focus distance of 1
m) and reconstructed images are shown in rows 2 and 3, for the
hybrid and the single lens camera, in columns 3 and 4, respectively.
Specific image details, for objects at out-of-focus distances of 0.6
and 1.1 m, are enlarged in rows 4 and 5. As in the prior case,
images obtained with a hybrid optics exhibit sharper images with
a better resolution of details at both depths. Further, in comparison
with the compound camera and aperture of F/1.8, the hybrid shows
clearly better imaging quality across a larger depth range. Even for
the smaller aperture value of F/22, the images obtained with the
hybrid exhibit sharper details for out-of-focus depths at 0.6 m.

DISCUSSION
In this work, a full-color miniature computational camera, com-
posed of a refractive lens and large aperture meta-optics, is demon-
strated. The hybrid solution has an a low F-number of
1:0 obtained by the ratio 5 mm

5 mm ¼
focaldistance

aperturediameter. A crucial aspect in
the development is the design of the meta-optic, where we used a
HIL methodology to optimize the phase distribution and the com-
putational backend in an end-to-end design framework. Specifi-
cally, an SLM acts as a placeholder for the meta-optics to
iteratively optimize the phase distribution and the corresponding
computational backend to achieve full-color high-quality imaging
over a large training set. The only target metric considered is the
quality of the deconvolved RGB image, which deviates from existing
methods that optimize a digital differentiable model of the camera

and the computational back-end. Thus, we entirely bypass the re-
quirement to optimize the meta-optics phase distribution with an
electromagnetic solver, which otherwise poses a computationally
prohibitively expensive problem due to the large number of scatter-
er involved. Also, this methodology directly accounts for the fixed
properties of the refractive lens and the sensor, therefore yielding a
result corresponding to reality and a more robust computation-
al backend.
It is essential to point out that the computational cost of state-of-

the-art design methodologies increases rapidly as the device dimen-
sions increase (9). As mentioned in (9), the most expensive compu-
tational step in terms of time and memory to design optics using
state-of-the-art methods is the computation of the PSFs of the
camera. Therefore, since our HIL methodology is a PSF-less
design strategy because the light propagation is not numerically
modeled but is physically done, we are decreasing the computation-
al cost by at least two orders of magnitude. The time needed to
process physical observations is about 1.01 s (meaning real-time
design, out of reach by state-of-the-art methodologies). In addition,
traditional end-to-end algorithms to design optics have a memory
consumption of approximately 20 GB (9), which we do not need to
use in our HIL method since PSFs are not computed. Therefore, we
are decreasing the memory consumption by at least one order of
magnitude, measured in gigabytes. The memory consumption of
our design methodology is about 3 GB.
The optimized phase distribution is then directly translated to a

meta-optics using simple square pillars in SiN (700 nm in height,
350-nm period) on a quartz substrate (500-μm thickness), which
does not add a substantial thickness to the refractive lens (4.5-
mm thickness). Although we consider the phase response for only
a single wavelength (511 nm), the resultant meta-optics still yields
an improvement over the entire visible range as validated in full-
color imaging experiments using a monitor setup (Fig. 3), as well
as under ambient light (Fig. 4). In comparison to a single refractive
lens-only configuration, we achieve better image quality, particular-
ly for off-focus depths. Even compared with a commercial

Fig. 3. Three monitor imaging setup using the designed hybrid meta-optics The first column shows examples of the displayed ground truth at distances of d1 =
0.5,1.0, and 1.8 m from top to bottom row, respectively. Specific details of the images are highlighted and shown as zoomed-in sections next to the image. Columns 2 and
3 show the imaging results obtained with the hybrid and lens-only systems, with raw captures and computationally reconstructed images shown left and right, respec-
tively. The PSNR values are reported for each depth and color channel separately and shown as inset in the reconstructed images. The optical setup used for image
capture is shown on the very right of the figure. The inset shows an enlarged view of the hybrid camera, consisting of the refractive lens placed at the focal length of 5mm
in front of the sensor and the meta-optics placed directly in front of the refractive lens.
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Fig. 4. Real-life scene composed of multiple objects of various colors arranged at different depths relative to the sensor. The top left shows a schematic of the
compound lens, whereas top right images show the configuration for lens-only and hybrid systems. The second row (right columns) shows the raw capture of the hybrid
and lens-only configuration. The reconstructed images are presented in row 3 with enlarged sections in rows 4 and 5, corresponding to off-focus distances of d1 = 0.6 and
1.1 m, respectively. The results from the compound camera are obtained at the limit aperture values of F/1.8 and F/22.
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compound lens, we demonstrate on-par or better performance. Key
details about the developed hybrid camera are summarized in
Table 1, which highlights that our designed hybrid meta-optics
camera volume is approximately 108× thinner than a bulky com-
mercial compound lens. An additional improvement of the de-
signed hybrid meta-optics over the commercial compound lens
and the lens-only setups is the extended depth of field (see
Fig. 4). Essentially, by combining a refractive and meta-optics in
one hybrid system, we circumvent otherwise stringent limitations
that otherwise restrict the performance of either system alone. Spe-
cifically, no meta-optics has been demonstrated up to date, with an
equivalent combination of image quality, large aperture size, low F-
number, and depth-of-field (see the Supplementary Materials).
We envision that the developed design concept, where a HIL

methodology is married with an end-to-end design framework,
will be extended in future works toward diverse tasks, ranging
from hyperspectral imaging, to classification or object detection
tasks. This would leverage the full potential achievable with diffrac-
tive optics while mitigating the fundamental hurdle of the design
process. Our optics design method takes an essential step toward
ultra-small cameras that may enable novel applications in endosco-
py, brain imaging, or in a distributed fashion on object surfaces.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
HIL optimizer
We used a nonlinear black-box optimizer that employs the Covari-
ance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) strategy to
optimize the phase profile at the SLM. This profile is modeled by
ΘSLM (see Fig. 1 and the Supplementary Materials). The loss func-
tion to be optimized by CMA-ES is the averaged PSNR between the
target image and estimates from Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN)–based inverse imaging for three distances 0.5,1.0, and 1.8
m (see the setup in Fig. 3). Although CMA-ES is a 0th-order sto-
chastic evolutionary method, it can be viewed as second-order
since it estimates a covariance matrix closely related to the inverse
Hessian (29). This feature allows CMA-ES to handle poorly condi-
tioned problems. Methods that require derivatives like Adam (30)
(frequently used to optimize optics in current state-of-the-art meth-
odologies) directly contradict the HIL scenario. This contradiction

is because the hardware is a “black box” of an unknown mathemat-
ical model and, as a result, is nondifferentiable. In addition, the ef-
ficiency of the CMA-ES method for black-box optimization of
Image Signal Processor (ISP) is demonstrated by tuning a multi-ob-
jective highly nonlinear optimization problem in (3).
The HIL optimization is formalized using two models, one for

the black-box camera and the second for the inverse imaging soft-
ware. The observations registered by the sensor are defined as

yi ¼ T hardðΘSLM; xiÞ ð1Þ

where xi is a true image, yi represents the blurred image collected at
the sensor, and ΘSLM is the phase profile of the flat optics at the
SLM. The operator T hard in Eq. 1 includes image formation due
to light-beam propagation through optical components of the
system and signal transformations by other hardware elements in
the loop. The mathematical model of this operator is unknown,
and yi corresponding to xi can be found experimentally only. The
varying phase profile of SLM ΘSLM is subject to optimization.
On the other hand, the inverse imaging software operator T soft

reconstructs an estimate of xi from yi parametrized by Θsoft. This
process is modeled as

x̂i ¼ T softðΘsoft; yiÞ ð2Þ

The design of hybrid camera requires to find the encoding phase
modulation for DOE parametrized by ΘSLM and the imaging soft-
ware operator T soft with parameter Θsoft.
To design the flat optics and inverse imaging software jointly, we

use an end-to-end approach using neural networks. To this end, the
set of training images fxigNi¼1 is given, the operator T soft in Eq. 2 is
defined by the structure of DRUNet (33), and Θsoft are parameters
of this network. This network can handle various noise levels for an
RGB image, per channel, via a single model. The backbone of
DRUNet is U-Net. Therefore, the goal of our end-to-end optimiza-
tion is formulated as follows

ðΘ̂SLM; Θ̂softÞ [ arg minΘSLM;Θsoft
XN

i¼1
Lðx̂i; xiÞ ð3Þ

where L is a loss function composed from peak PSNR values for
accuracy evaluation and perceptual metrics (further details in the
Supplementary Materials). Remark that combining Eqs. 1 and 2,
we have that x̂i ¼ T soft½Θsoft; T hardðΘSLM; xiÞ� in Eq. 3. Once the
hybrid camera is designed, the attained solution ðΘ̂SLM; Θ̂softÞ
enables image reconstruction as

x̂i ¼ T softðΘsoftyiÞ ð4Þ

Observe that the optics is fixed in Eq. 4, and it defines the inverse
imaging for any yi.
We wish to emphasize that this image reconstruction algorithm

approximates the inverse imaging operator for image formation by
T hard. The proposed inverse imaging software can be classified as a
blind inverse imaging algorithm. This method is PSF-less which is
cardinally different with respect to the conventional image recon-
struction algorithms (2, 9, 11, 23, 34). This difference comes from
the fact that they assume known or approximately known the model
of T hard and the corresponding PSFs.
Alternating iterations summarize the proposed design frame-

work of hybrid optics to resolve the problem given by Eq. 3. First,
fixing the phase hyperparameter of SLM ΘSLM, solving Θsoft for

Table 1. Comparison of physical specifications between imaging
systems. We remark that the total track length is the distance from the
surface of the image sensor to the front surface of the first optics.
Furthermore, the depth of field is the distance range in which the
reconstructed image is sharp.

Features Compound
optics

Lens-only Designed
hybrid

Dimension 78.0 mm ×
88.0 mm

5 mm ×
9.5 mm

5 mm ×
10.5 mm

Depth of field 0.8–2.0 m 0.8–1.2 m 0.3–2.0 m
Total
track length

106 mm 9.5 mm 10.5 mm

Optics
thickness

82 mm 4.5 mm 5.5 mm

F-number F/22 − F/1.8 1.0 1.0
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inverse imaging. Second, updating ΘSLM provide the fixed obtained
Θsoft and so forth with these alternating iterative optimizations. This
optimization process starts by randomly selecting an SLM-pattern
Θð0ÞSLM or by an encoded phase profile derived at the stage of the
model-based design. An inverse imaging CNN pretrained for a
wide range of hyperparameters ΘSLM. For optimization of Θsoft,
the algorithm acquires a set of blurred images obtained for an iter-
ative value of ΘðrÞSLM using the ISP of the optical system at distances
from sensor 0.5,1.0, and 1.8 m. After, the acquired images are then
passed to the downstream reconstruction module (deblurring using
trained CNN). The output of the task module is evaluated by a
domain-specific evaluation metric, which in this case is PSNR
and perceptual metric as in Eq. 3.
For optimization of ΘSLM, we use the 0th-order stochastic evo-

lutionary search method CMA-ES (documentation in python of the
CMA-ES optimizer in https://pypi.org/project/cma/) (29), and it
updates ΘSLM, taking advantage of the tested SLM patterns
during the R iterations. Once ΘSLM is updated, it refines the
CNN-based inverse imaging by training it for the best ΘðrÞSLM. Per-
forming the previous alternating process Niter times algorithm
returns the updated ΘSLM and Θsoft. The CNN structure used for
inverse imaging (update on Θsoft) is reported in Fig. 1. It can also
be initiated by solutions obtained according to the model-based ap-
proach from (35).
The number of “global” iterations of this algorithm for Θsoft is

Niter, and R is the number of updates (iterations) performed for
ΘSLM. The time needed to process physical observations is about
1.01 s for four hundred training images. This processing time in-
volves the deconvolution of the blurred data collected at the
sensor and the decision of the next SLM pattern. In this work, we
fixed Niter = 3 and R = 500.

Parameterized optics model
The phase profile of SLM is designed as a piece-wise spatially invari-
ant function defined for the design wavelength λ0. Following (16),
we start from the absolute phase model. Further, this model is
wrapped to the interval defined by the modulation range of SLM
and discretized with a number of the parameters to be optimized
equal to fourteen, which we introduce in brief. The proposed abso-
lute phase ϕλ0 takes the form

φλ0ðx; yÞ ¼
2πα
λ0f λ0

ðx2 þ y2Þ þ βðx3 þ y3Þ þ
XP

p¼1;p¼4
ρpZpðx; yÞ ð5Þ

where the first term models the squared phase of the lens which fits
the form of the fourth Zernike polynomial omitted in the sum of the
Zernike components, α encapsulates the focusing contribution of
the SLM for wavelength λ0, and the lens focal length fλ0 fixed as
fλ0 = 5 mm in this work. The cubic phase of magnitude β is a
typical component to extend the depth of field as introduced in
(36). The third group of the items is for parametric approximation
of the free-shape DOE using the Zernike polynomials Zp(x, y) with
coefficients ρp to be estimated. Thus, the complete set of parameters
to be optimized for SLM is defined as ΘSLM = (α, β, ρ1, …, ρP).
Fresnel order (thickness)
The SLM phase profile in radians is defined as Q = 2πmQ,
where mQ is called the “Fresnel order” of the mask, which in
general is not necessarily an integer. Then, the phase profile

of SLM considering the thickness is calculated as
φ̂λ0ðx; yÞ ¼ mod φλ0ðx; yÞ þ

Q
2 ;Q

� �
� Q=2.This operation returns

φ̂λ0ðx; yÞ taking the values in the interval [−Q/2, Q/2). The param-
etermQ is known as the Fresnel order of phase pattern. FormQ = 1,
this restriction to the interval [−π, π) corresponds to the standard
phase wrapping operation. For the experiments, we will present
that, in the next section, mQ is fixed to 1, providing the maximum
phase thickness that our SLM supports, e.g., phase interval [−π, π).
Piecewise invariant phase
The SLM pattern is defined on 2D grid (X, Y ) with the computa-
tional sampling period (computational pixel) Δcomp. We obtain a
piece-wise invariant surface for SLM after a nonlinear transforma-
tion of the absolute phase. The discrete uniform grid of the wrap
phase profile φ̂λ0ðx; yÞ to the N levels is given as
θλ0ðx; yÞ ¼ bφ̂λ0ðx; yÞ=Nc�N, where ⌊w⌋ stays for the integer part
of w. The values of θλ0(x, y) are restricted to the interval [−Q/2,
Q/2). Q is an upper bound for thickness phase of θλ0(x, y).
Let mw be the size of SLM’s pixel, and let a computational pixel

Δcomp be larger than mw. The latter assumption is natural as SLM
cannot implement smaller values of Δcomp. In this design, Δcomp
serves as a lower bound for steps of the SLM phase pattern.
Larger Δcomp means a more straightforward structure of phase
pattern and a simpler corresponding phase mask for implementa-
tion. Fresnel order Q, the number of steps N, and computational
pixel Δcomp could be included in ΘSLM as design parameters.

Meta-surface design and implementation
To build the compact miniaturized color camera, we created ameta-
optics in SiN (31), taking advantage of its low cost and straightfor-
ward manufacturability. Specifically, the described optimized phase
mask (see Fig. 2) was implemented through square pillars with a
height of 700 nm, a period of 350 nm, and varying side widths at
a design wavelength of 540 nm. For this purpose, we first calculated
the phase and amplitude response using rigorous coupled wave
analysis (32) (further detailed in the Supplementary Materials).
From the resulting width phase-delay relation, we chose discrete
levels of the scatterer mapped to the desired phase profile. We fab-
ricated the meta-optics using a nanofabrication approach in a 700-
nm PECVD-grown SiN on a quartz substrate (SPTS Delta LPX).
The geometry was first patterned in a polymer resist (ZEP-520A)
via electron beam lithography (JEOL JBX-6300FS, 100kV). Then,
a hard alumina mask was deposited using thermal evaporation.
After lift-off, the pattern was transferred into the underlying SiN
layer using reactive ion etching (Oxford Instruments, PlasmaLab
100) with fluorine etch chemistry (SF6/C4F8).
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Figs. S1 to S12
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